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“The Courtiers Cat”
By Dee Kelly

From the President’s Pen
August 2022
By the time you read this, the Annual General Meeting will have been and gone. There will
likely be at least a couple of new faces on the Committee, but their aim is still the same; to provide you, the membership, with photographic and learning opportunities, with some socialising
thrown in.
There will be one major change in the clubrooms, hopefully completed by the time of the August Competition Night. We are moving the television to be on the back wall, where the
screen used to be in the days of slides, I believe. Our television is best viewed at a narrower
angle than happens where it has been. This was regarded by the Committee to be a less expensive way to improve members’ viewing pleasure than replacing the unit, although that hasn’t been completely discounted.
The End of Year Awards Night was well attended, and most of the awards were handed out.
Award recipients who haven’t received their trophies by the time this Newsletter is published,
please let me know and I will organise it. The Exhibition was attended by some members, and
Lyndall and I, as organisers, learned how we can do it better next time!
Most of what I have to say at this time is already in my report to the Annual General Meeting,
which is elsewhere in this Newsletter.
May I just express the hope that this year will see the Club go from strength to strength, now
that restrictions are easing and more of you are once again spreading your photographic
wings.

Nick Abbott-Young

President’s Report 2022
If one were looking for a word to describe the year we have just gone through, I would think
that a good one would be “mixed”. Just over half the year was negotiated under COVID protocols, with restricted outings and Zoom meetings. But I also think that we have come through it
rather well, with slightly reduced numbers of entries in monthly competitions, hardly unexpected given the circumstances, but the quality of entries was superb, as evidenced by the results of our End of Year Awards.
At the start of our year, we were pretty much restricted to Zoom meetings, but we did get the
chance to have a couple of out-of-state guest speakers, who might not have even been in our
minds if we weren’t using Zoom. Even competition nights were found to be quite easy on
Zoom. Hybrid meetings were the next step, and, once we got used to the idea that anyone in
the clubroom who wanted to speak needed a microphone, they were moderately successful as
well. As restrictions relaxed, we were able to have more outings, and one could sense the morale increasing once we got to that point.
Our first Interclub was against the Essendon club, which was preceded by a Zoom talk by Adrian Whear, one of their members, who gave us some insights into his skill as a street photographer. Essendon won by not many.
The restrictions at the time meant that our End of Year Awards Night couldn’t be held on its
usual evening in July, nor could the usual Exhibition happen on the following weekend. We
were finally able to present the awards on the 29 th of September, but only as a Zoom meeting,
with only the award winners and a few others present at the clubrooms.
Then we had our annual Interclub against Corio Bay, which, because everything on the night
had to be done on Zoom, was contested with EDIs only. Unfortunately, we went down to Corio
Bay by 6 points.
Our next major event was the October Camp, held at Halls Gap. This was very well attended,
and the weather gods smiled on us. There were people spread out all over the area, and a
good time was had by all. Many thanks to the Medwells for organising this very successful
camp. We also had a very interesting talk from Paul Robinson, who had judged for us earlier in
the year.
The calendar year ended with a Treasure Hunt style walk around the Geelong CBD, followed
by a picnic lunch. Certainly those that took part enjoyed themselves, and we may do something
similar again next time around.
With the resumption after the Christmas break, we found ourselves a little less restricted, and
we could see the light at the end of the tunnel with respect to a return to normality. The year
got off to a great start with a Zoom talk from our member Kerry Boytell on Wildlife Photography,
from her home in Sydney. This is the sort of use that we will have for Zoom in the future, now
that we have got back to having full meetings in the clubrooms.
March saw us gain a victory in the Ballarat Interclub, and a gradual increase in numbers attending meetings, which is heartening. We also had the privilege of having our entries critiqued
by a novice judge, John McAleer, who made many well-thought-out comments and had obviously gone to some trouble to provide the makers with constructive advice.

The Introduction to Photography Course was held again, albeit with reduced numbers to minimise any problems with COVID, and several of the participants have joined the club. Many
thanks to Sandy Mahon and all her helpers for co-ordinating the course.
May saw a good number of us heading for Porepunkah, near Bright, for our Autumn Camp,
once again brilliantly organised by Bob and Judy Medwell. The colours were magnificent, and
I doubt there was anyone who came away photographically disappointed. Although cold, the
weather was mostly favourable, and most of us covered a lot of ground.
Then, at the end of May, we were all shocked and saddened at the sudden passing of Terry
Reichl, as he was preparing to indulge in his other passion, sailing. Terry was starting to make
his mark in Altered Reality, and it was most fitting and moving that his entry in that category
was placed First in the June Competition. Next year, there will be a new award at the End of
Year Awards, in memory of Terry.
In June, Lightseekers went to Werribee Zoo, and some of them on the private safari tour.
They were so impressed by their driver, Ade Foster, that he was invited to speak at a
Wednesday meeting, telling us about some of his adventures in South Africa and showing us
some of his beautiful images.
The other happening of note is the re-arrangement of the clubroom. This is an attempt to improve the quality of the television image, without actually purchasing a new television. One
way of doing this is to narrow the field of view, and this can be done by moving the television
to the back wall. This has been a little more complicated than was first thought, but it is expected that it will be in place in time for the August Competition Night
Finally, we have just had our End of Year Awards and the Exhibition of the award entries.
There were truly some beautiful images, and Nikole Ramsay and Pete James, two of the judges, gave us their informed critiques.
To end my summary of the past year, allow me to thank all those who have helped to keep
our club running over this last year. In particular, I thank the Committee for all their time and
effort, and all those people outside the Committee who perform valuable service behind the
scenes.
Now we face a new Club Year, which I hope will bring about a continued return of members to
meetings.
I was reading some of the Club History the other day, and it stated that we are the oldest camera club on the Australian mainland. As I couldn’t then find any clubs in Tasmania that are older than us, we must therefore be the oldest club in Australia, period. Let us hope that the
years ahead will allow us to continue the proud traditions of this Club without further interruption.
Nick Abbott-Young

The Judges
Nicole Ramsay
I’m Nikole Ramsay and I’m an Australian editorial and commercial photographer who photographs interiors, food, portraits and lifestyle images for books,
magazines and advertising.
My work has been published around the world and in many of Australia’s favourite lifestyle magazines including Inside Out, Real Living, Home Beautiful
and House & Garden, to name just a few.
I have photographed 5 published coffee table cook books and have a couple
more in the pipeline and I have a handful of loyal, long standing commercial
clients who I absolutely love working with! Not a day goes by when I am not
taking a picture or thinking about my next creative project.
I live on the Bellarine Peninsula in Victoria with my family, which perfectly
plays into my love of ocean swimming, even in the winter. Photography is my
passion and the way that I stay connected to the world around me. It is the
greatest gift to be able to do a job that I love

The Judges
Pete James
Pete James is an internationally published fine art landscape photographer based in Ocean
Grove on the Bellarine Peninsula in Victoria, Australia.
Born in the UK and moving to Australia 1981, it was his parents that instilled his love of the
outdoors, always traveling around the UK, Europe, USA and to Australia. His parents preferred to camp as opposed to staying in hotels, and a camera was never far away, with his
dad Jim and mother Judy constantly taking photos of the natural world and also of Pete as a
young child in some incredible locations such as the Swiss Alps and Scottish Highlands.
It was no surprise that Pete developed a love for the outdoors, adventure, traveling and photography.
He got his first camera in his teens; back when digital cameras hadn’t been invented. Film
was the only option and this required considerable knowledge to master as opposed to today's digital cameras people use and learn on. With no internet either, Pete would get every
book he could find in the library on photography, and stand in newsagents for hours reading
photography magazines until they kicked him out, to teach himself everything he could.
Through his 20’s Pete traveled a lot, within Australia and also to the USA, Bali, Fiji and Canada, doing long road trips alone with his camera gear, either camping or staying in backpackers
or sometimes sleeping in the back of a rental car by the side of the road so as to be in the
right spot for a sunset or sunrise. This continued into his 30’s and 40’s, regularly traveling to
the USA and to Bali, where one trip was to film a documentary on the stray dog issues there.
The ocean has always been something that had a natural pull to Pete, drawing him to it and
making him feel a little lost if too far from it for too long. He moved to Ocean Grove 21 years
ago and plans for it to be his home forever.
Staying mainly as a serious hobby for much of his life, Pete made the commitment to turn his
passion for photography into a career in 2014.
In 2017 he opened his own gallery in Geelong, which had been a dream of his for a long time.
But after a year or two he realized it was too much like a ‘day job’ and stifled his freedom to be
out taking photos and traveling, so he turned to promoting and selling his work through social
media channels and his website.

The Judges
Pete James
Pete has also done a lot of teaching and guiding of landscape photography; everything from
one on one sessions to weekend group tours down the Great Ocean Road to 7 day road trip
style workshop tours around the South Island of New Zealand.

Having a strong social conscience, Pete has done a lot of work for charities, through his video
work and also sometimes donating proceeds from the sale of prints or calendars. A large majority of the charity work has involved animals; a personal love of his.
While landscape is his passion and will always be his first priority, he also has had considerable success as a commercial photographer and videographer, which now forms part of his
business, and has produced, directed and filmed several documentaries and short films.
Seeing the world with a different eye to most, his photography style has a beautiful dark,
moody, atmospheric feel to it, creating emotions in the viewer, instead of just producing ‘nice’
images for the masses. It is a unique style and not for everyone, and Pete will never apologize
for that. He seeks out certain locations, compositions and edits in a way that is from his soul,
and this has made him stand out from other photographers.
www.petejamesphotography.com.au
www.facebook.com/petejamesphoto
www.instagram.com/petejamesphoto

The Judges
Tim Henshall
Tim is a freelance professional photographer based in Ocean Grove, Victoria.
While the scope of his photo work is very broad, his personal work in more dedicated to portraits, animals and the environment.
Beginning at a young age with a Kodak Hawkeye in the 1970s, he turned a
hobby into work after going back to university at 39 and completing a Bachelor
of Photography at PSC in Melbourne.
Aside from his freelance work, Tim has had his work featured at the Ballarat Biennale and White Night Melbourne, Southbank and has won a Silver medal at
the AIPP Australian Professional Photography Awards.
Tim also conducts photo workshops and tours along the Great Ocean Road
taking clients to the postcard spots and helping them to get the best shot possible.
Tim’s work has been published in: Geelong and Surfcoast Living Magazine Better Photography Magazine Clients include: The Blues Train
Cherished Pet Foundation
Kangaroo Jack
Wonderland Spiegeltent

timhenshallphotography.com.au

EOY COMPETITION RESULTS
Judges: Nikole Ramsay, Pete James, Tim Henshall

A GRADE PRINT OF
THE YEAR:
“The Courtiers Cat”
By Dee Kelly

B GRADE PRINT OF THE YEAR:
“Jindabyne Plains”
By Sam Neumann

EOY COMPETITION RESULTS
Judges: Nikole Ramsay, Pete James, Tim Henshall

ALTERED REALITY
PRINT OF THE YEAR
“I Lost my Heart”
By Heather Prince

ALTERED
REALITY
ELECTRONIC
IMAGE OF THE YEAR
“Balloon”
By Ketut Suwitra

EOY COMPETITION RESULTS
Judges: Nikole Ramsay, Pete James, Tim Henshall

A GRADE ELECTRONIC IMAGE OF
THE YEAR
“Boats at Moorings”
By Chris Reichl

B GRADE ELECTRONIC IMAGE OF
THE YEAR
“Natures Perfection”
By Judith Wood

EOY COMPETITION RESULTS
Judges: Nikole Ramsay, Pete James, Tim Henshall

MONOCHROME PRINT OF
THE YEAR—Open Subject
“Ladder and Shadow”
By Steve Davies

COLOUR LANDSCAPE PRINT OF THE YEAR (inc. Seascapes)
“Jindabyne Plains”
By Sam Neumann

EOY COMPETITION RESULTS
Judges: Nikole Ramsay, Pete James, Tim Henshall

ROBB HOOPER
MEMORIAL AWARD FOR
THE QUIRKY,
HUMOROUS OR
UNUSUAL—EDI
“Buzz Off”
By Judith Wood

NATURE IMAGE OF THE
YEAR—Print
“Camouflage”
By Judy Medwell

EOY COMPETITION RESULTS
Judges: Nikole Ramsay, Pete James, Tim Henshall

PEOPLE PICTURE OF
THE YEAR—EDI or Print
“Dhobi Ghat”
By Hans Kawitzki

MONOCHROME
LANDSCAPE PRINT OF THE YEAR
(Self-produced Darkroom Print)
“Alpine Meadow”
By David Rendle

EOY COMPETITION RESULTS
Judges: Nikole Ramsay, Pete James, Tim Henshall

ELECTRONIC IMAGE
PORTFOLIO OF THE
YEAR
Ketut Suwitra

ALTERED REALITY PRINT
PORTFOLIO OF THE YEAR
Heather Prince

PRINT PORTFOLIO
OF THE YEAR

Sandy Mahon

EOY COMPETITION RESULTS
A Grade Print Photographer
of the Year
(Aggregate Scores)
1st Sandy Mahon
2nd Dee Kelly
3rd Heather Prince

B Grade Print Photographer
of the Year
(Aggregate Scores)
1st Steve Davies
2nd Judy Medwell
3rd Gerry Van der Meer

A Grade Electronic image
Photographer of the Year
(Aggregate Scores)
1st Terry Reichl
2nd Hans Kawitzki
3rd Ketut Suwitra

B Grade Electronic image
Photographer of the Year
(Aggregate Scores)
1st Judith Wood
2nd Lyndall Abbott-Young
3rd Gerry Van der Meer

Altered Reality Print Photographer
of the Year
(Aggregate Scores)
1st Heather Prince
2nd Terry Reichl
3rd Ketut Suwitra

EOY Achievements
committee’S cHOICE

Meritorious Effort in Colour Prints
Judy Medwell
Meritorious Effort in Electronic Digital Images
Judith Wood
Participation Award for Second Year Member
Sheryle Griffiths
Nick Majetic Endeavour Award
Sandy Mahon
Clubmanship Award
Judy and Bob Medwell
Appreciation Award (Presidents Choice)
Gerry Van der Meer for making the clubs timber trophies

EOY achievements
VAPS YEAR BARS
10 years

25 years

Charles LeFevre

David Rendle

Denise Smeaton
Tim Smeaton
Julie Begg
Ketut Suwitra
Sam Neumann
Steve Davies

15 years
Charles Nolte
Dorothy Smith

INDUCTEE INTO THE PERMANENT COLLECTION

Terry Reichl
“Falling Water”
“Sea Fog, Castle Cove”

Heather Prince

Steve Davies

Sam Neumann

Sandy Mahon

Hans Kawitzki

Judith Wood

Thank you to the Sponsors of our End of Year Awards.

Sponsors of the End of Year Awards help make this event a special feature of the Camera Club each year.

Club Members. Thanks to the many Geelong Camera Club Members who sponsor
Awards each year.
Commercial Sponsors. Thank you to Focal point Gallery, Camera House Geelong, Aeterna Lab, and Cavalier Art Supplies.
Focal Point Gallery and Darkroom, in Douro St North Geelong, offers regular exhibitions, education, a library, a darkroom for hire, and printing services.
Camera House, in Moorabool St. Geelong has a wide range of photographic equipment,
printing, and short courses in photography.
Aeterna Lab, is in Leather St. Breakwater. They offer Fine Art Printing, are colour specialists, and use a range of fine art papers.

Cavalier Art Supplies in Little Ryrie St, have a wide range of painting and drawing equipment and a range of matting cardboards.
Chris Reichl

MEMORIAL AWARD BIOGRAPHIES
Joan Tucker, AFIAP FAPS
Joan Tucker will be remembered as a talented photographer, &
valued member of the Geelong Camera Club. She served on the
Committee 2000-2004.
Joan's interest in photography began in 1964. She became an accomplished photographer over the ensuing years, and succeeded
in gaining many national & international awards.
She joined Geelong Camera Club in 1998, & the Australian Photographic Society in 1999. In 6 years she achieved her Fellow of the
Australian Photographic Society (FAPS) and her AFIAP. Joan was
also an enthusiastic worker for VIGEX, helping to ensure the salon's success.
A lover of the Australian outback, Joan travelled frequently with her family. She lived life
to the full with her family & friends, with her
camera in hand, right up until the end of her

life.
Joan's early death in 2009 was a loss to the world's photographic community. We commend Joan to the world's photographers &pay her the
tribute she deserves. She remains an inspiration to all.
The Joan Tucker Memorial Award is presented annually by Judges selection for
“Altered Reality Print Portfolio of the Year” (formerly titled “Creative/Experimental’ to
2014)

Robb Hooper
Robb Hooper was a keen & active member, and a skilled photographer. He first joined Geelong Camera Club in 1945, lapsed for a
time & re-joined in 1975.He served as Competition Secretary 1976,
Committee member 1982, and Archivist 1982-93. Aside from official roles, Robb was very involved in all aspects of Club life, & quietly went about addressing whatever was required.
His commitment was recognised by awarding him Life Membership
in 1995. He was a popular member - warm,
friendly, sometimes mischievous, but always
a gentleman. He was skilled at making composite slides from multiple images, in the
days before digital imaging made this common place.
Robb passed away in 1997. His work was
often off-beat or humorous, so when his estate made a bequest to the club in 2008 it was used for a memorial
perpetual trophy, to be presented in a newly-established Awards category, and awarded annually by Judges selection for the
“Quirky, Humorous or Unusual Image of the Year”

MEMORIAL AWARD BIOGRAPHIES
Nick Majetic
Nick(Nicola) Majetic had a great love and appreciation of the art of
photography –
monochrome in particular – and demonstrated skill & understanding of the medium. Nick joined the Geelong Camera Club in 1975,
& served as Committee member 1979 & 1994, Librarian 1991-92,
Competition Secretary 1993-94.
The most endearing thing about Nick was his extraordinary tolerance & acceptance of his fellow man. He never had a bad thing to
say about any fellow member, and his willingness to assist & advise new members went well beyond what anyone could expect.
He gave of himself freely, and the Club benefited greatly. Those who knew him were
very lucky indeed, and the Geelong Camera
Club owes him a great deal.
Nick passed away in 1997. His widow Nev, and very close friend
Frank Sady, organised this memorial trophy in Nick’s honour. It may
be awarded annually by Committee selection to a Club member considered to exhibit the qualities demonstrated by Nick, and who contributes to the success of the Geelong Camera Club into the future.
“Endeavour Award”

Fred A Williams
Fred joined Geelong Camera Club in 1923, and served in several
official positions – Honorary Auditor 1923-37, 1939-47 & 1965-71;
Committee 1932, & 1939-40; Secretary 1938 & 1948-54; Trustee
1947-71; and he was also a most meticulous Press correspondent
from 1967-76.
Fred’s commitment was recognised by awarding him Life Membership in 1955.He passed away in 1980, having been a member of the club for 56 years.
Following his death, Fred’s wife wished to
establish a memorial trophy in his honour.
She was assisted by member Robb Hooper
to organise this, and she donated a silver
tray.

The Fred Williams Memorial Trophy may be awarded annually by
Committee selection for
“Meritorious Effort in Colour Print Photography”

MEMORIAL AWARD BIOGRAPHIES
Ted Rogers
Ted (Edward) joined Geelong Camera Club in 1939, and served in
several official positions – Assistant Secretary 1941-45, Secretary
1945-48, Press Correspondent 1942-45, Committee member 194850, Lantern Engineer 1951, Vice President 1958-61, Committee member 1967-69, Trustee 1966-69,

Ted’s commitment was recognised by awarding him Life Membership
in 1968. Ted was an accomplished photographer and an excellent
Black & White print worker; but unfortunately
the club did not have a permanent collection of
prints in those days with the result that we do
not now have the
opportunity to appreciate the excellence of his
printing expertise.
The Ted Rogers Memorial Trophy was presented to the club by his
family in 1981 after his death, and may be awarded annually by Committee selection for
“Meritorious Effort in Black and White Prints”

Horace Potter
HLS Potter joined The Gordon College Amateur Photographic Society
in 1897. He was possibly the member who gave the most service to
the club in its long history, serving as - Assistant Secretary 1901-03,
Librarian 1902-07, Secretary 1907-14, Treasurer 1910-13, VPA Delegate 1910-21, Committee member 1914-16 & 1921-23 & 1925-27,
Vice President 1916-20 & 27-36, President 1937-53,
Syllabus Committee 1925-27, Trustee 1927-33/1936-65, Lantern Engineer 1926-33.
Horace’s extraordinary commitment was recognised by awarding him
the Clubs first Life Membership, believed to have been in 1899 (before
his biggest contributions). The 1955 Annual General Meeting recorded that Mr. Potter had not
missed an AGM for an incredible 57 years.
This Memorial Trophy is in honour of this stalwart man who was the
backbone of the club for so many years & who was an inspiration to so
many. In 1989 the Potter Memorial Shield for Clubmanship was donated
by member Robb Hooper. It is awarded to a member who has given outstanding service to the Club throughout the preceding year. The recipient is the incumbent President’s choice, and may be awarded annually.
“Clubmanship Award”

MEMORIAL AWARD BIOGRAPHIES
WJ Porter

WJ Porter joined the Geelong Camera Club in 1948, and served as –
Vice President 1949-53, President 1953-58, Committee 1958-62 & 1964
-65. Employed by Kodak for many years, he gave lectures & demonstrations at schools & other venues. He was a very respected member not
only of the Club but also of the entire Geelong community. After leaving
Kodak he bought & operated a photographic business in Ryrie Street.
Originally this trophy was sponsored by Kodak for a church’s annual
Slide Competition, judged by Mr. Porter. This competition eventually
lapsed. After the death of Mr. Porter the Geelong Camera Club approached Kodak in 1972 to request that this trophy be used as a club annual memorial award to Mr. Porter.
“W. Porter Memorial Perpetual trophy for Excellence in Colour
Slide Photography" ceased after 2004 due to the clubs’ lack of slide
workers. In 2008 the trophy was reassigned to another annual award
category & is now awarded by Judges’ selection, with an accompanying plaque, for
“Print Portfolio of the Year”

Joe Mortelliti
Joe was a member of the Geelong Camera Club from 1984-89, & then
from 2009-12. He served on the Committee, as Property Officer, and
also as Competition Secretary.
His photography was mainly portraiture and landscapes, and his favourite medium was slide film, but he also embraced digital photography.
His aim was to make his images stand out from the crowd through close
attention to lighting, composition & point of view, and he often experimented with technique and presentation. Joe was always
keen to share his knowledge & experience with members.
This trophy, presented by Joe to the Club shortly before his
death in 2012, is a fitting memorial for a valued club member. He designed this
trophy, & it truly represents him, as it is a unique design and is topped by one of
his favourite lenses.
The Joe Mortelliti Memorial trophy is awarded annually for the
“Electronic Image Portfolio of the Year”

MEMORIAL AWARD BIOGRAPHIES
Laurie Wilson
Laurie Wilson commenced his photography career in 1941, as an
assistant with Lockwood Studios in Geelong. From 1945-62, he &
wife Gwen operated their own studio covering all types of photography.
Laurie was awarded Honorary Membership of the Geelong Camera
Club in 1971in recognition of his assistance as a lecturer, judge &
mentor to the members. His prints were accepted in 64 National &
International exhibitions, and he gained 37 trophies & 13 certificates
of merit. He was a Fellow of the Royal Photographic Society, & in
1976 was awarded the prestigious photographic honour EFIAP.
In 1975 he was awarded a 1-year grant from the Australia Council
which enabled him to travel to the most distant parts of Victoria capturing magnificent landscapes which were then exhibited in the National Gallery of Victoria. He was an exceptionally talented photographer. Laurie died in 1980.
This memorial trophy was made & presented to the club in 1981 by
his friend & Life Member Bruce Ketchen, & incorporates a medal that
Laurie won as 1st place in the Sydney International Salon of Photography.
This trophy may be awarded annually, but only if in the judges’ opinions there is a self-produced darkroom monochrome landscape print
that is worthy of receiving this prestigious Laurie Wilson Trophy for
“Excellence in Landscape Photography”.

MEMORIAL AWARD BIOGRAPHIES
Audrey & Ken McKeown
Audrey & Ken joined Geelong Camera Club in 1973, & each
served in a variety of roles. Ken – Secretary, Vice President,
Committee member, Competition Secretary, Press Correspondent, VAPS delegate. Audrey – the very first female Treasurer,
and VAPS delegate. They were each awarded Life Membership
– Ken in 1982, & Audrey in 1999, the first female in the club’s history. They were both very accomplished photographers – primarily landscapes, but portraiture too. Between them they had many
successes in National & International competitions, and they
gained several photographic honours – Ken: OAM, AFIAP,
AAPS, ESAPS, & SSVAPS, and Audrey: AAPS, SSAPS.
He was also a woodworker, & from
1994-2000 produced the unique individual club trophies, that are presented annually at Awards
nights. From 1995 Ken produced beautiful wooden trays inset
with a hand-painted ceramic tile. He & Audrey supported the
award category of “People Picture of the Year” with these handcrafted trays - the last one was presented in 2005.
Ken passed away in 2006. Audrey passed away in 2012. To
honour this exceptional and greatly-respected couple, the club
created a perpetual memorial plaque, using a large version of the
individual club trophies as the centrepiece.
The Ken & Audrey McKeown Perpetual Trophy is awarded annually by Judges’ selection for

“People Picture of the Year”

Lightseekers
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP
The Lightseekers Group has had two field trips this month, one close to home,
which was well attended. Despite many of us living in Geelong and surrounds,
for some years, it was interesting that many of us had never before visited the
Spring Creek area of Torquay. The day was fine, and we found interest in Seascapes, the boardwalk area, and beach activities.
The other outing, to Melbourne, was attended by a smaller group, who enjoyed
the opportunities for Street Photography., around the back streets in Fitzroy and
Collingwood.

This term, the “Challenge” is to add Depth to our images. We have until the end
of Term 3 to explore this subject.
Chris Reichl

Geelong Camera Club Inc.

MEMBERSHIP FEES 2022-2023
Full Year, from July
>
Single: $65
>
*Concession Single: $55
>
Full-Time Student: $55
>
Family (2 people): $95
(Additional members $35 each)
>
*Concession Family (2 people): $80
(Additional members $30 each)
*Concessions: Aged Pension, Govt Seniors Card, Unemployed, Full-Time Student, Disability
Pension.
** See Treasurer for pro-rata rates applicable from January-July.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ // ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Studio Hire:

$20.00 using your own studio lights.
$40.00 + $50 refundable bond,
if using the Club’s studio lights.
(conditions apply)

Darkroom: $ (currently unavailable)

PRO RATA MEMBERSHIP FEES
2023
January to End April = 50% of Full Year fees
>
Single: $32.50
>
Concession Single: $27.50
>
Full-Time Student: $27.50
>
Family (2 people): $47.50
(Additional member $17.50)
>
Concession Family (2 people): $42.50
(Additional member $17.50)
th
May to 30 July
All Fees = $nil
Or, 25% for Voting & Competition Rights
>
Single: $17.50
>
Concession Single: $17.50
>
Full-Time Student: $17.50
>
Family (2 people): $27.50
(Additional member $12.50)
>
Concession Family (2 people): $22.50
(Additional members $12.50)

MEMBERSHIP FEES 2022-2023 continued
To pay by EFT: submit your payments to
Westpac Bank
Geelong Camera Club
BSB: 033622
Acct: 400835
Or go to any Westpac bank and pay your membership subscription directly.

You Must Include Your Name and Member Number in the Transaction

Cash and cheques will no longer be accepted by the treasurer.

